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Teuvo Tulio's Lost Masterpieces
16-23 December 2011
Celebrated as a national treasure in his homeland, the films of Finnish director Teuvo Tulio's films are
tragically unseen and unknown in the UK, but thanks to the Finnish National Archive's restorations of four of
his seminal works, we can at last discover this major world class talent. Specialising in the much maligned
genre of Melodrama, heavily influenced by Cukor, Lubitsch and Von Sternberg, these spectacular depictions
of suffering and sex cast a long shadow over Aki Kaurismäki and Guy Maddin to name but two. The films
shown here divide into his earlier bucolic visions of lusty Finns cavorting in the haystacks of a pre-war Europe
and his later 'social issue' films exploring a series of women forced by poverty to leave the safety of the
countryside for the treacherous temptations of employment in the city. In addition to the four restored works by
Tulio, there will be a screening of The Women by Tulio's idol George Cukor. Also showing are contemporary
masterpieces, Aki Kaurismäki's The Man Without A Past and Guy Maddin's The Saddest Music in the World,
both of which bear witness to the lasting influence of Tulio's long lost masterpieces.
The Song of the Scarlet Flower (Dir: Teuvo Tulio, 1938, Finnish with English subtitles, 99 mins)
16-18, 21 December, Cinema 1
Tulio's oldest surviving film follows a spoilt and arrogant young man, the son of a landowner, playing fast and
loose with the affections of a number of young women, laying aside his farming duties. But eventually he finds
himself forced to face up to his social and sexual responsibilities. Tulio employs radiant cinematography
depicting Finland with staggering beauty to conjure up an elemental tale of sexuality, landscape and his
perennial obsession with the liberating anger of women.
In the Field of Dreams (Dir: Teuvo Tulio, 1940, Finnish with English subtitles, cert PG, 108 mins)
16-21 December, Cinema 1
Sirkka Salonen stars as an innocent farm hand who finds herself at the centre of a whirlpool of jealousy
amongst the other servants. Hilarious parental musings and hyperbolic Christian symbolism are enmeshed
together as Tulio parodies social conventions and uses his gorgeous imagery to celebrate the vigour of youth.
The Way You Wanted Me (Dir: Teuvo Tulio, 1944, Finnish with English subtitles, 102 mins)
17-18 and 21 December, Cinema 1
One of Teuvo Tulio's darkest films, shot under the long shadow of World War Two, this uncompromising
weepy follows a young woman from her rural idyll to the harsh realities of city life. Without the land and her
family to support her she soon falls prey to prostitution, alcoholism and pregnancy. Tulio, consumed by his
recurring theme of lost virtue, illustrates with searing passion her fall into misery and degradation at the hands
of an uncaring male dominated society, implying that this is the fate society has in store for any woman who
dares to try and take control of her own sexual destiny.
The Cross of Love (Dir: Teuvo Tulio Tulio, 1946, Finnish with English subtitles, 99mins)
17-18 and 21 December, Cinema 1
This expressionistic, lurid melodrama is one of Tulio’s best-known films. A lighthouse keeper’s daughter is
seduced by a stranger washed up on their shore. Soon afterward she leaves home for the city unaware of the
hardships that await her. It’s easy to see how this film influenced Fassbinder so deeply, with its compassionate
and yet cruelly objective study of a woman, betrayed by her lover into a life of prostitution. The gorgeous
abstract lighting, crazed sets and titular Cross of Love make this one of Tulio’s most visually ravishing films.

Man Without A Past (Dir: Aki Kaurismäki, 2002, Finnish with English subtitles, cert 12A, 97 mins)
16-18 and 21 December, Cinema 2
Aki Kaurismäki's beautiful, sad and amusing shaggy dog tale of a man who loses his memory. Without any
idea who he is or where he's come from, he quickly finds himself destitute. Falling for a Salvation Army woman
at a soup canteen in Helsinki’s docklands, he slowly begins to assemble a new identity. Yet hanging over their
happiness is the thorny question of his past. Like Tulio, Kaurismäki, who openly acknowledges his debt to the
earlier Finnish master, is deeply concerned with all the glorious idiosyncracies of being human and the
injustices of society.
The Women (Dir: George Cukor, 1939, USA, cert 12A, 133 mins)
16-17 and 21-22 December, Cinema 2
With an incredible stellar cast, Cukor's acerbically hilarious masterpiece adapted from Clare Boothe's hit stage
play by Anita Loos and Jane Murfin (screenwriters of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes among others), this is very
much a film by, about and for women. When Norma Shearer's Mary loses her husband to man-eating Joan
Crawford the knives are out and combat begins.
The Saddest Music in the World (Dir: Guy Maddin, 2003, Canada, 99mins Teuvo Tulio, 1940, Finnish
with English subtitles, cert 15, 108 mins), Cinema 2
17-18 and 22 December 2011
“If you're sad and like beer, I'm your lady” Isabella Rosselini intones seductively in Maddin's arch reworking of
Kazuo Ishiguro's screenplay. One of the joys of modern cinema, this comical and overheated voyage into the
Freudian underbelly reaches out across time and space to Tulio's Finnish melodramas. Set in Winnipeg during
the Great Depression, glamorous beer baroness and drunken Lady Port-Huntly (Rossellini) announces a
contest to find the saddest music in the world.
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